Our library is moving!

We all love our beautiful, unique building, but we have outgrown it. Everything you love about our library will stay the same. The only thing changing is the location and layout.

There are several reasons for our move:

- The Hickmans Crossroads Library building currently has 30 parking spaces. The new building has over 200 parking places and can comfortably accommodate all of our activities & programs.
- The layout of the building has a better flow. We will have a new entryway with more seating.
- The circulation desk will be larger and in a more convenient location. We will have a new area where books will be returned.
- The new building is on one level and 100% of the building is finished and usable, which will increase our square footage. The Friends of the Library are also purchasing bookshelves and furnishings that will increase the amount of items our library can hold.

When the library changes locations, the name will also change. Hickmans Crossroads Library will become:

Southwest Brunswick Branch Library
9400 Ocean Highway West
Calabash, NC 28467-2280

*The new location borders the south side of Crow Creek and is across from The Farm on Highway 17.